This book owes its existence to my own urban identity, my attraction to Canadian cinema, and the extensive critical commentary on the films discussed here by numerous critics, scholars, and filmmakers. The book could not have been completed without the two six-month research leaves that I was granted by the University of Calgary. These leaves allowed me the time to explore the ideas of others and to formulate my own. The work of the film studies and Canadian studies communities in Canada served as an inspiration for what might be possible.

The manuscript has gone through numerous revisions based on the comments of my peers, who shall remain anonymous and whose criticisms contributed immensely to its improvement. For several years, I have used the evolving manuscript as a text for my senior undergraduate seminar in Canadian studies at the University of Calgary. As part of their interaction with the manuscript, the students were asked to provide critiques of various claims that it made. Their insights were incorporated into my revisions.

In terms of improving the manuscript, I am particularly grateful to Pamela MacFarland Holway, senior editor at Athabasca University Press, for her intellectual engagement with the manuscript’s ideas, which made me rethink a number of key aspects and arguments. I also want to acknowledge her speedy shepherding it through the approval and publication process. The copy editor for the press, Joyce Hildebrand, added clarity to my statements. She lifted my writing to a higher level of readability and lucidity, and I am deeply grateful for the numerous improvements she made. Athabasca University Press takes the editorial process seriously, and the author is the beneficiary. I am indebted as well to
Elaine Melnick (no relation), who prepared the index with her usual expertise and professional timeliness.

My wife, Julia, has been gracious about my writing obsession. Her encouragement has helped me to persevere through the rough patches that accompany a manuscript as it moves from gestation, to execution, to revision. Writing this book was a long process, and her faith in me kept me going. She was also most helpful when I got bogged down in Internet research, using her skills to go further than my patience would allow, which often resulted in valuable new insights and material. I will be forever grateful for her presence.

Finally, I want to express my thanks to the filmmakers who made the films discussed in the book. I owe everything to them. Their creative genius continues to reinvigorate my belief in the power of Canadian cinema to help us define who we are.